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Polity Press, United Kingdom, 2012. Paperback. Condition: New. Reprint. Language: English . Brand
New Book. I get up every day with one day more, says Eve, the writer s 97-year-old mother. She is
escaping into the New Life and the writer must race to catch up. As things slip away and fall into
oblivion, as her mother s world and thus her own relentlessly shrinks, the writer is stunned to see for
the first time the vestiges of a prison scene in her beloved Tower of Montaigne, which she has been
visiting for fifty years. It represents the story of Cimon and Pero, a daughter s act of charity that
saved her father from certain death. How extraordinary that it should only now appear to this other
daughter who dreams of nothing less for her parent and thus for herself. A different prison scene
draws the writer to reflect on Freud s remark that the dream of a prisoner can have nothing other
than escape as content, a comment he illustrates with Moritz von Schwind s painting The Prisoner s
Dream. But it is Freud s own dreams of escape from the prison of declining powers in his old age...
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The best book i actually read through. I have got read and so i am sure that i am going to going to read through yet again yet again down the road. You
can expect to like the way the author compose this pdf.
-- Ludie Willm s-- Ludie Willm s

The publication is easy in read safer to comprehend. It is actually rally intriguing throgh studying time. I am easily will get a delight of looking at a created
publication.
-- Cla ud Feest-- Cla ud Feest
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